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modeL oF pasT pRaCTICe FoR 
The poeTRy objeCT

Each school that participates in The Poetry 
Object is encouraged to construct a school 
based installation or display of the poems and 
photographs produced in their schools. These 
installations enable students to explore visual 
representations of their poems and to consider 
potential audiences for their work.

 

Winning Poetry Object 'suitcase' installation  by students at Rose Bay 
Secondary College. 

In 2012, The Poetry Object prize for best school 
installation was awarded to Rose Bay Secondary 
College for their suitcase installation. Ms Godby's 
Year 7 class created the installation by handwriting, 
typing and decorating their 'talismanic' poems and 
placing them with accompanying special objects 
into an old suitcase. This special display won Rose 
Bay Secondary College a workshop with awarded 
poet, Eileen Chong. 

The CabIneT oF LosT and FoUnd

In 2006, The Red Room Company curated an 
installation of poems and significant objects for The 
Cabinet of Lost and Found public poetry project as 
part of the Sydney Writers’ Festival. The poems and 
objects were displayed in an old magician’s cabinet 
sourced from a theatrical props warehouse. 

You can see more images and read more about this 
project here: redroomcompany.org/projects/cabinet-
lost-and-found/ 

 

The Cabinet of Lost and Found installation at Sydney Writers' 
Festival, 2006.
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CReaTInG a poeTRy InsTaLaTIon

In 2009 Briony Doyle was the resident poet at 
Fitzroy High School. Students in Ms. O’Keeffe’s 
class were exploring activities from The Red Room 
Company's Cabinet of Lost and Found education 
resource. Their approach to the publication of their 
work was to construct an installation in their school 
library. Each student produced a small installation 
that featured such elements as:

•	 	handwritten	drafts	of	their	poems
•	 	objects	that	inspired	their	writing
•	 	final	drafts	of	their	poems

The students transformed the familiar environment 
of the school library by switching off the overhead 
lights and illuminating the space with small lamps. 
Each student brought a small lamp to the library 
as means to focus attention on their installation. 
The publication event for their writing was held 
at night and parents, friends and members of the 
school community were invited for refreshments 
and readings. Prior to the reading of poems visitors 
were free to view each installation. Many students 
acted as guides for their own installation of poetry 
and objects.

Cabinet of Lost and Found library installation at Fitzroy High       
School. 

Working with poet Bravo Child, students at 
Concord High School displayed their poems and a 
collection of objects in a 'cabinet' that was fashioned 
from a second hand refrigerator. Their installation 
became known as 'The Fridge of Lost and Found.' 

You can read more about and see images of 
this project via the link: redroomcompany.org/
education/projects/concord-high-school-nsw-
cabinet-lost-fou/

Poetic fruit and vegetables from The Fridge of Lost and Found at 
Concord High School. 

Students at Killara High School in 2010 who worked 
with poet Gareth Jenkins were inspired by C.S. 
Lewis’ Narnia stories. They displayed their poems 
and objects in an old wardrobe.

Other schools have taken over the sports trophy 
cabinets in their school to display their poems and 
objects or have transformed a classroom into a 
cabinet or installation space.
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